TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
6169 Industrial Court
Greendale, WI 53129
Phone: 877-421-9490

1TRANSL433
Compatible with Wikk REC1CHANNEL433
and Wikk RECVESTSEQ433 receiver units.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Wikk 1TRANSL433 is a visor transmitter operating at 433.92 MHz in ASK modulation.
The code sent by the transmitter includes a unique 16 bit security code with 8 bit
facility code and can be used with any receiver capable of receiving a 26 bit input.
The product fully complies with Part 15 of FCC Regulations.
PROGRAMMING & OPERATION
1) Refer to receiver manual for programming instructions. The 1TRANSL433 must be
programmed into the receiver’s system memory before operation.
2) To send activation signal, firmly depress button A and release after the red LED
illuminates. If your device or system fails to respond, refer to troubleshooting section.

Operating frequency		
433.92 MHz
Battery				12V Alkaline
				Type 23A
Current consumption		
20mA
Battery life			
12 - 18 months
Number of keys			
1
Code combinations		
65,536
Facility codes			
256
Modulation			
AM / ASK
Rated edp			
50 - 100 mW
Range in free space		
60 - 120 yards
Operating temperature		
-20°F to 130°F
Overall dimensions		
3.26 x 1.88 x
				0.62 inches
Weight				1 oz
FCC ID: SU7433TSPWV
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference.
(2) This device must accept interference received,
including interference that may cause undesired
operation.

BATTERY ACCESS
All new 1TRANSL433 come with a battery pre-installed. To remove or replace the
battery, slide out the battery door on the back of 1TRANSL433 for access. Place a
23A alkaline battery between the contacts with the correct polarity as indicated.
TROUBLESHOOTING
Problem A: Receiver does not receive transmitter signal and transmitter LED will not
light up.
Solution: Change battery.
Problem B: Transmitter LED is illuminating but receiver does not respond to
transmitter signal.
Solution: Check system programming and verify the receiver’s input power supply is
correct.
Problem C: Operation is weak or sporadic.
Solution: Change battery and check transmitter and receiver wiring to verify wires
are secure and are not pinched.
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